
Adventure #1  

“Scuttlecove’s Sorrow” 

 

 

 
 

 
The heroes are still atop the Pyramid of Shadows after 

defeating Karavakos and letting Paldemar and Brim (their ex-

companion) escape down another slope with the Hand of 

Vecna. Brim and Paldemar share an odd relationship that we’ve 

not yet determined the exact details. The tradeoff is the rogue 

monster Xixxit the quickling, a Splug replacement who wears a 

silver mask of Vecna’s Enigmas. 



 
 

 

Elgweth the revenant assassin of Lloth has already devoured the withered Eye of Vecna 

and now keeps it in his non-digestive belly.  In fact, he feels sort of sick (this will have 

more dire repercussions later but we didn’t get into it this session).  

 

Anyway, the top temple room gently crumbles around them, allowing a nearly 360 view 

of the surrounding realm through shattered walls. They are surrounded by water and seem 

to be on a very small isle next to a much larger mountainous island.  According to their 

magic map they are over 1000 miles southeast of Silverymoon, Winterhaven and 

Thunderspire Labyrinth.  The mainland in any direction is at least 150 miles.  

 



 
 

We took some more time to research character regional backgrounds.  Olent is from the 

crumbling empire of Impiltur, razed by demonic cults and madmen in lapse of the true 

monarchy.  Raven the druid is from Aglarond, a strange realm of warlike elves and half-

elves who dwell mostly in the Yuirwood, an ancient place of fey portals to other 

dimensions and places. Aglarond also stands as a wall of defense against Thay which lies 

on its borders.  The Red Wizards of Thay have been driven out and dismantled, becoming 

a traveling caravan of magicians, salesmen and vagabonds. [GM Note: our 2e and 3e 

campaign spent a lot of time in Aglarond and regions to the south, like Chessenta and 

Unther that have been devastated by the Spellplague; much of those regions are destroyed 

and replaced)  Szass Tam the lich-god rules Thay with an iron fist, and most of the 

population is purely undead. Although originally from the Moonshae Isles, Elgweth has 

also spent a lot of time in Aglarond, but the city capital of Velprintilar that he knew so 

well, and the Simbul who ruled it, are no longer there.  

 

The assassin elf is somewhat confused because he has not been aware of the Spellplague 

in the past 100 years and the terrible repercussions it loosed upon Faerun and the entire 

world of Toril.  Lea the cleric of Ioun hales from the Dalelands, where Elgweth asks if 

she has heard of the famous wizard Elminster.  Indeed, yes she has, but the old mage, 

immortal even, lost much of his power and is said to be more irritable than ever.  He still 

lives in Shadowdale, but few people bother him or see him.  Quixxit the rogue quickling 

comes from the Feywild, but he had been trapped in the Pyramid of Shadows for so long 

he’s all but forgotten about it. He is still just an NPC replacing Splug and has the same 

shortcomings of an npc. He can die pretty damn fast…. 

 



The heroes know about a lightly inhabited island in the middle of the Sea of Fallen Stars 

that has been a haven for pirates and degenerates for ages now and is generally not 

considered a nice place to visit for vacation.  

 

The group decides that it is not safe to stay in the pyramid.  Behind them to the northeast 

loom black clouds on the horizon, a gathering storm, so they head the opposite direction, 

down the southwest slope toward the dense jungle at the bottom.  In the distance they see 

a large freighter slowly cruising toward them from the dockyards of Pirate Isle.  

 

A light rain has begun to fall, blown in from the advancing front.  Hand over hand they 

clamber down the exterior of the pyramid until they reach the jungle below.  The 

vegetation is dense on his uninhabited chuck of rock and pushing through the vines and 

bushes is slow and dangerous.  Their footing is uneven on shifting boulders and slick 

moss made even worse in the pattering rain.  They soon find themselves nearly lost in the 

gloom of the jungle canopy while unseen animals shriek and chortle around them.  

 

 

 

In fact, the shrieks and chortles get louder.  They sense movement, a swaying in the 

canopy, a swish of a leaf or crack of tree limb. But then Raven slips and falls, rolling to a 

painful halt not far away by grabbing vines to stop her descent.  At the same time she 

hears a wild shriek in the bushes beside her and a small, fuzzy creature barrels out of the 

darkness, its black claws reaching out!  

 

 

It is a vicious evil monkey, seemingly made 

from matted fur and stinky green leaves.  

The head is too large and full of far too 

many sharp teeth, but then the little monster 

is on top of Raven, shredding her body with 

its claws…but instead of dealing damage it 

swings away with a 50gp gem in its hand!   

 

 

Battle ensues as these shrieking, thieving 

monkeys swing among them, sometimes 

stopping to deal sneak attack damage, but 

often just trying to rip anything valuable 

from their possession and jet away before retaliation.  The heroes are a disadvantage; 

they cannot move more than three squares without forcing an Acrobatics check to keep 

their footing on the wet slope, although the quickling Xixxit and Elgweth are skilled 

enough that it does not pose much of a problem.  Spells fly and blades slash into monkey 

flesh.  In the middle of the fight a sudden burst of darkness and leaves begin to swirl, a 

psionic effect that inhibits any line of sight. Xixxit finds himself battered again and again 

by the evil monkeys and they scamper by him for hit and run attacks.  Squealing in pain, 



the rogue skirmisher is not particularly happy fighting these lurkers who keep howling 

like madmen.  

 

[GM Note: These were supposed to be like “kech” from 1st edition). 

 

[GM Note 2: Elgweth’s Boots: Reckless. This artifact still speaks to him with dastardly 

mental impulses, one of which almost led to Elgweth getting in trouble later]. 

 

Another gem is stolen from Elgweth, but this time the assassin becomes part of the 

monkey’s shadow as it tries to escape.  The thing hauls ass down the slope, leaping hand 

over hand from vines until Elgweth hears the crash of the surf nearby.  That is when he 

reappears from the shadow beside the surprised monkey and skewers it on the tip of his 

drow blade.  The monkey explodes in a burst of gritty leaves that blinds the assassin.  He 

staggers back, trying to rub the gunk from his eyes and follow the sound of battle further 

up the slope.  

 

Another monkey has been killed, also exploding into a geyser of ash and darkness, but 

Xixxit the quickling has been sorely wounded in the fight.  Four of the monkeys are 

ultimately killed while a fifth escapes to freedom.  Xixxit’s wounds are nursed by the 

cleric as the group rests and decides what to do next.  They are near the shore and the 

freighter ship they saw from the pyramid cannot be far away now. 

 

But then they hear the roar. 

 

A deep, bone-rattling roar from the top of the pyramid that sends their pulses fluttering.  

It is Ozymandarion the cobalt dragon. They don’t know what the dragon’s state of mind 

will be.  The heroes also don’t know ANYTHING about the status of the pyramid since 

they slew Karavakos.  It was his prison originally that sucked up beings nearby and added 

to its bulk.  With Karavakos dead will the pyramid remain?  Is it broken?  Still magical?  

Will it leave later? They have no answers, just a clue from a dragon that has climbed up 

from the second level and the ice shantytown of Brighthaven.  

 

The group gets moving, hoping the dragon isn’t too pissed off but decide that avoiding 

him is probably for the best.  At least Ozy still has the Deck of Many Things to keep him 

entertained!   

 

They soon see more daylight breaking through the canopy and smell the rich salty tang of 

the beach and rotting fish.  Moment’s later they’re standing on a bluff overlooking the 

beach and the huge vessel they saw in the distance.  It has anchored a hundred feet 

offshore and two rowboats are approaching.  Emblazoned on the stern side in red letters 

is the name “CRIMSON CUTTER.” 

 



 
 

The men in the nearest boat are well dressed and armed with cutlasses and flintlock 

pistols, a common weapon in this region.  Their craft splashes to shore and they begin 

filing out, shading their eyes against the massive pyramid dominating the mountain.  Lea 

the cleric decides to make their presence known and gauge their response from the bluff.  

Elgweth hides in the shadows first. 

 

“Ho!  You down there!  Be careful of that pyramid.  It’s a dangerous thing!” 

 

 



 
 

The men jolt, automatically pulling their weapons and staring up the bluff.  It is still 

raining and darker clouds have begun to smudge the sky.  Beyond the pyramid 

somewhere rumbles thunder.  

 

“Who in Loviatar’s name are you?  What is that bloody thing?  It came outta nowhere!”  

 

“There is a dragon up there,” continues Lea calmly.  “It’s name is Ozymandarion, and it 

might be very angry.” 

 

Just then they hear the dragon roar from the top of the pyramid.  The pistol-bearing pirate 

looks terrified.  “I told you it was a dragon!  I told you!” he wails, jostling his mates. 

 

“Is there treasure up there?” asks another pirate.  “How much?  Is it easy to reach?” 

 



“Oh, plenty of treasure,” says Lea.  “So much that we had to leave it all behind.  But the 

Pyramid is not safe!  It can travel between worlds and trap you inside forever!  I’m 

warning you now…” 

 

Pistol-guy jerks a thumb back at the Crimson Cutter.  “Captain Cutter doesn’t want to 

hear about “dangers” and “dragons.”  We have orders to claim that peak and scavenge 

any loot we find.  Cutter arrived here first and he claims the Pyramid as his own!” 

 

Lea, Elgweth, Raven, Xixxit and Olent glance over at the Crimson Cutter and see a tall 

man gripping the rig and bearing a huge sword.  He positively REEKS of “Vile Pirate 

Captain,” but he is well dressed and his vessel looks immaculate.  

 

 
 

 



Lea chuckles.  “He claims it?  Well then, more power to him.  Good luck. The slope is 

treacherous, so be careful.” 

 

Lea climbs down to the beach and approaches them.  Raven follows, then Olent, and soon 

everyone is in the same place. 

 

“Did you see the kech?” asks another pirate, no older than a boy.  “Thieving little 

monkey bastards.  They infest all of Deadman’s Rest.  I hate them.” 

 

[GM Note:  When I was working on the notes for this I jotted down “Deadman’s Rest” as 

a placeholder, it sounded good enough, but when I looked at the pictures I had picked out 

more closely later on, the island actually IS in the shape of a dead man!] 

 



 
 

Lea admits to having seen and slain several, and agrees that yes, they are horrible little 

monsters, but not half as bad as what she has met inside the Pyramid.   

 

The four pirates quickly jog up the beach and enter the wet foliage.  A minute or two later 

four more pirate allies have landed as well. Captain Cutter is watching them with a 

telescope.  They give the new pirates the same warning as the other ones: we’re travelers 

from the pyramid; it is very dangerous and an ornery dragon is known to live there.  This 

does not dissuade these pirates any more than the first group, and one of them casually 

mentions he would rather meet an angry dragon than an angry Captain Cutter.  The 

heroes also find out the current year and date, and it turns out that only three months have 

passed since they were last in Thunderspire Labyrinth.  What only seemed like a few 

days in the Pyramid of Shadows has stretched out into many weeks, and they are now on 

the tail end of summer. 

 

The sky has darkened to the color of an old bruise.  The wind blows and buffets everyone 

on the beach and sand stings their eyes.  The Cutter bobs on the choppy surf and the 

captain continues surveying both the heroes and the pyramid.  The wind increases and 

black storm clouds roll over the island, accentuated by bursts of lighting and the drone of 

approaching thunder. The heroes calmly watch the Cutter and consider their options.  

They could take a rowboat out to the ship, but that might be very taken as thievery and 

abandonment of the men who used it to reach Deadman’s Rest.  They could take a boat 



and paddle out to the sound, but the cliffs are tall and impenetrable.  The only accessible 

landing they see are the docks.  

 

A short while later Olent spots something strange up in the sky.  Captain Cutter is also 

observing the disturbance.  A shape flies in circles around the tip of the pyramid, but it 

doesn’t look like a dragon.  In fact it is smaller and looks more like a jellyfish trailing 

long tentacles.  It swoops down and down and down in ever closer concentric circles and 

then finally dives into one of the crumbled walls.  Dragon roars immediately rock the 

mountain and the sound of a fight spills out beneath the rush of wind and rain.  

 

Everyone botches their roll to identify the flying jellyfish, but Captain Cutter saw 

something he didn’t like.  The Crimson Cutter raises its anchor.  They’re getting the hell 

out of there!   

 

“Hey, wait!” shouts Elgweth, waving his arms.  “Where are you going?”   

 

The sails fill with wind and oars splash and the big boat is soon pointed south and 

heading back to the docks, leaving its eight sailors marooned.  Looking back, the heroes 

see dark, misty clouds spilling over the top of the mountain, working down through the 

dense foliage and soon spilling over the beach.  Raven doesn’t think the fog is behaving 

naturally at all, and with that final warning all five of them hop into the nearest rowboat 

and start paddling for their lives.  

 

They’re not even sure exactly what they’re running from, but the vibe on Deadman’s 

Island just got bad, and they felt they would join the nomenclature if they stuck around 

much longer.  Too bad for the guys left behind, it probably won’t fare well for them. 

What the hell, they were warned. The water is rougher than they expected and no one is 

an experienced sailor.  The tiny rowboat is soon lifted to and fro by the choppy waves 

and they’re all seasick.  The wind howls and black clouds surround the small island.  

Water sloshes into their dinghy and they’re dumping it out by the handful, trying to stay 

afloat as they navigate the sound and get to safety, but it’s not doing so well. 

 

But then they see something new approaching from the docks.  It is another boat of 

gleaming burnished bronze and a lacquered wood hull, but it is not in the water.  Rather, 

it coasts toward them ten feet above the surface.  

 



 
 

Young women are clustered on deck, and when the vessel approaches and slows down 

they can read the name “THE GHOST WIND” printed on the hull.  In fact, all the crew 

appears to be female and several dozens faces peer down at them from the stern side, and 

none of them unattractive. Although some do look “angry” for no good reason. Maybe 

it’s because they’re missing an eyeball. 

 



 
 

 

“Well met!” shouts a thin young human female. “I’m Captain Arya Shellycoat of the 

Ghost Wind, and you seem to be in a pickle.  And by the good gods, I hope you weren’t 

messin’ with THAT,” and she points toward Deadman’s Rest.  They all turn and look and 

see that the small island has been completely subsumed by a thunderhead concealing a 

single black spire of rock nearly a mile high.  It has come to rest directly on top of the 

Pyramid of Shadows.  More of those jellyfish things dart through the clouds and keep a 

guarded perimeter around the dark needle. 

 



 
Three rope ladders flop off the railing.  “Climb up!” she shouts.  “Don’t be wasting my 

time, I’m doin’ ya a favor!”  

 

Climbing is hard in the wind and saltspray and heaving rowboat.  Olent actually loses his 

grip and plunges off, but Elgweth grabs his hand and helps him onto the wet deck of the 

Ghost Wind.  

 

“Cutter left you, did he?  My own dear ex-husband, I expect no less from the worthless 

arse.  But why are you here?   What IS that thing, that pyramid? And why would the 

Abolethic Sovereignty be so interested? You’ve brought them down on our heads.” 

 

Elweth feels a stirring in is undead loins. This captain Arya is very pretty and sassy, and 

his boots Reckless urge him to do some reckless things. Can he love a woman at all 

anymore? Or ALL of them? He remembers past adventures on the High Seas, from the 

Trackless Sea of the Moonshae Isles to the Dragon Reach. How have Lloth and the Eye 

of Vecna infected his body and soul with poison? 

 

But what happened next?  

 

The Ghost Wind continues to the docks, carrying with it the new refugees from 

Deadman’s Isle with a wicked spire of black rock looming ominously behind them.  

 

END of Part 1 



 

 

 

 

PART 2 

 

Pirate Isle and Scuttlecove 
 

 

 

Captain’s Arya’s hair whips in the wind.  She casts a disapproving eye at the newcomers.   

 

 

“You didn’t answer my question.  That pyramid arrived less than three hours ago.  And 

then here you are, and immediately afterward the Sovereignty makes an oh-so-lovely 

appearance.  You know if that thing wants to kill us we’re all dead, right?  We’ve only 

managed to beat it back once, and that was just in passing.  Never before has it come so 

close.  By the Bitch Queen’s name, it is not known to land at all!” 

 

Yes, the Sovereignty.  Some of them have heard of this foul aberration. 

 

Raven is from Aglarond, Lea from the Dales and Olent from Impiltur, all regions that 

touch the Sea of Fallen Stars.  Since the Spellplague one hundred years ago the depth of 

the ocean has drastically changed as it dumped slowly into an Underdark reservoir.  Sea 

level fell over 50 feet, forcing many cities to rebuild their docks just to stay near the 

water.   Ten years ago the receding waterline revealed the tip of an ancient black 

monolith.  No one knew who or what inhabited the thing, but shortly after exposure it 

rose from the ocean, dripping slime and seaweed, and in its wake followed aboleths and 

krakens. Unfettered aboleths and krakens.   

 

Within weeks after their appearance it was found that these abominations had gained the 

power to fly and they followed the black spire and storm clouds like flies around carrion.  

No one understands the thing’s objective; it moves in random ways, sometimes rising 

high, high, high into the atmosphere, just a dot of maliciousness that hovers there for days 

or weeks.  Other times it skims the mainland, laying waste to whatever settlement it falls 

upon and sucking civilians and animals into the tower’s belly.  Many people have never 

seen the monolith at all, but since its activation it has become a symbol of terror and bad 

dreams on the high seas.  But it has never been known to land, not in ten years.  It never 

landed…until now. 

 

The heroes (via spokesperson Lea) explain again that they were trapped in the Pyramid.  

It was an extradimensional prison for a great villain, but he is dead now, they slew him 

themselves.  The Pyramid landed randomly in this area, they had nothing to do with it, 

and a dragon they met on the inside has apparently crawled to the exit.  They also know 

nothing about the Abolethic Sovereignty or why it would be interested in them.  That’s 

the best they can offer, and it’s the truth.   



 

Arya bites her lip.  “We’ll see then.  “We’ll see.  Ah, and there is my old hubby below!  

Hello Cutter!” 

 

The Wind Ghost glides over the Crimson Cutter and Arya waves at them mockingly.  Her 

whole crew waves too and the seamen of the Cutter throw back rude gestures and insults.  

But then Elgweth spots commotion from Deadman’s Rest even as they’re pulling into the 

docks and moving to a special landing pad for the Ghost Wind.  Fog and clouds roil and 

then a large shape DARTS from the mountain!  It is the dragon Ozymandarion.  Only 

Olent makes his Perception check to notice a tiny detail. 

 

“What are those bumps on its back?  Are those…are those dwarves?  He’s rescuing the 

dwarves!” Ulando Deepgem perhaps, the dwarf leader that let them rest in Brighthaven.  

 

At least six shapes are hunkered on Ozymandarion’s back as he streaks westward to 

Pirate Isle, followed immediately by three jellyfish things.  The dragon disappears out of 

sight among the cliffs.  The players imagine that he has a mouthful of blue gems bulging 

like a chipmunk’s cheeks full of nuts.  

 

The Ghost Wind maneuvers into position, magic guiding it down with a slow bump and 

hiss as the crew of the vessel lash it down.  

 

“Your ship is very impressive,” comments Lea the cleric.  “Did you…build it?” 

 

“By the hells, no!  We are the last of the Five Companies of Halruaa.  The Spellplague 

devastated that entire kingdom long before I was even born.  It is practically 

uninhabitable now, a vast ruin of spellscarred lands and monsters.  My great grandfather 

acquisitioned the Wind Ghost when he fled the Great Burning.  There were others too, 

and my dear Captain Cutter had a flying ship as well.  But it has been damaged and no 

longer can fly.  He can’t keep it up.  In fact, that’s not the only thing he can’t keep up!  

HO!” 

 

She contorts with laughter and her first mate Gwynn laughs too as they slap palms.  The 

whole crew joins in the familiar joke as a gangplank is dropped and the guests are 

escorted off ship. 

 

“But what is here?” asks Olent, looking around the docks.  The place is a frenzy of 

commotion as seamen exit and board ships, many of them departing the isle as quickly as 

possible.  “Shouldn’t…shouldn’t we be running too? I mean, that thing out there….” 

 

“Negative.  I’m not leaving without the Fortress.  It’s our charge to protect it and protect 

it we will.  But we need the Thunder Hammer to help and she is still doing business in 

Turmish.” 

 



Everyone looks confused.  They don’t know what Arya is talking about.  About twelve of 

them are now walking up a muddy slope rutted with wheel tracks.  Rivulets of water rush 

down the banks alongside them.  

 

Arya frowns at the heroes, exasperated from their questions.  “Look, the Flying Fortress 

is a chunk of Halruaan earthmote.  We’ve hauled for one hundred years now and that’s 

not going to stop because of some squids.”  She points to the peaks over the central 

island.  “Up there, you can barely see the ramparts.  It needs at least two of us to haul the 

Fortress on adamantium chains. With the Cutter grounded, that only leaves the Ghost 

Wind and Thunder Hammer.  The other two ships are elsewhere.” 

 

Among the dark clouds and jagged peaks of the island the players can indeed just barely 

see a few whipping flags and crenellated walls far, far in the distance.  It is the Floating 

Fortress of the Five Companies, laden with magic and gold and mystery, and Arya is not 

about to leave it to the Abolethic Sovereignty.  Of course that doesn’t really influence the 

PCs, not yet anyway, but they need a way off this island just like everybody else.   

 

 
They soon reach a shantytown of mostly crude cottages and shops with a few larger 

buildings.  A crossbeam bears the name “Scuttlecove” in poorly lettered Common.  

 

“We go to the Dragon first,” says Arya, mostly to her crew.  “We’ll discuss what to do 

there, although I’ll bet over half this place will evacuate within the hour.  There’s no 

telling if the Sovereignty will strike…” 



 
 

Scuttlecove is a dirty little town protected on two sides by sheer rock walls. Smudged 

faces leer at them from corners and alleys, but Arya ignores everything and heads straight 

for the largest dragon skull anyone has ever seen.  It is three or four times bigger than 

Ozymandarion’s head.  A building seems to be built below and above the skull, and Arya 

marches right up to the front door and pushes her way in. 

 



 
 

[GM Note: Right before this I solicited direct help from the players.  I had found the map 

online but removed some of the legend keys to create blank spaces.  Then I asked the 

players, “Ok, the first building upon entering Scuttlecove, #16, looks different than the 

others.  There is a tall tower in the middle and high walls.  It looks like more money was 

put into it than some of the other structures.  What is this building and who lives here?”  

Some ideas were thrown around, and was ultimately decided that this is Captain Cutter’s 

Crib, he’s the unofficial “boss” of Scuttlecove, and it also doubles as a barracks for a 

large part of his crew.  NOTE- The Dragon saloon is not the same thing as Cutter’s Crib 

and the barracks].  

 

The inside of the Dragon is filled with the reek of cheap booze and smoke. It’s basically 

one big room crammed with tables, chairs, a roaring central fire pit and a bar.  An 

exterior door leads to more buildings outside.  Besides pirates, the Dragon is also filled 

with a general sense of growing unease and terror. 

 

“Captain Arya!” shouts a scruffy human from a nearby table.  “What in the name of 

Loviatar is happening out there?  And who are those mongrels with you?” 

 



 



 

 

Arya ignores him and slams her butt into the 

nearest chair by the front door.  Her first mate 

Gwynn plops down beside her and motions for 

the barkeep to bring a bottle.  The scruffy pirate 

ambles closer with a few friends in tow. 

 

“I asked you a question, woman. Do we run or 

fight? CAN we fight? What does Cutter say?  

Is he still out there too?  And why don’t these 

worthless dogs you’re with tell us why they 

brought the goddamn krakens with them!” 

 

A few drunken “Yeahs!” accentuate his words.  

 

Arya pounds a slug of rum and wipes her 

mouth with the back of a hand.  “Shut your 

hole, Tubbs.   I don’t have the answers you 

want. These strangers claim to not know 

anything about the Tower.  The pyramid, so 

they say, was the prison for someone else who 

is dead now.  There was a dragon inside; I saw 

it fly off myself.” 

 

Multiple eyes roll in disbelief.  “So they bring goddamn krakens AND dragons?  What 

the hell, Arya? I say we hang ‘em out before the fucking Tarasque climbs up to meet us!”  

 

Arya slaps her hand on the table.  “No one’s getting hung you idiot.  Sit back down and 

let me think.  Wait!  Has anyone heard from the Thunder Hammer? We need her here as 

soon as possible.” 

 

[GM Note:  At this point I asked the players for more help. Scuttlecove needed a third 

power player behind Captain Arya and Captain Cutter.  Incidentally, I had been running 

the Requiem for a Dream soundtrack this whole session.  Around now a really 

inappropriate track came on, sort of like dance or rave music, something that didn’t fit the 

theme of the bar.  Naturally it led to jokes, which led to me mentioning Chuck-E-Cheese 

and animatronic entertainment, which led to further jokes about the Muppets.  And then a 

discussion of “Hey, you remember the muppet that blah…blah…blah…”  Sure, Kermit 

and Piggy and Gonzo are easy to recall, but there were quite a few smaller bit players I 

had completely forgotten about. 

 

More than enough, in fact, to fill out the skeleton crew of the Thunder Hammer. 

 

So we started going through names and descriptions and we came up with the following 

loose list, still subject to editing before we play again.  It was supposed to be a Halfling 



ship, the Thunder Hammer, but by God! I like evil muppets better and I have the players 

to thank. And the right song at the wrong time.  

 

Captain Kermit – a deformed slaadi from the Elemental Chaos 

Miss Piggy – maybe a rotund pink female orc or half-orc. 

Fozzy the Werebear 

Gonzo – a kenku jester  

Rolf – a large gnoll henchman  

Swedish Chef – who cooks an inordinate amount of really weird raw food 

Beaker - ? 

The Professor - ? 

Animal - ? 

Sweetums (?) – I don’t remember him at all. But the mini is straight from Pirates of the      

                          Caribbean movie. He’s a crab-encrusted ogre. 

 

They also needed a base of operations in Scuttlecove, Muppet Mansion, and since there 

were a few blank areas on the map they found a place to plop their home at #17 (there’s 

also a Muppet pirate movie I will probably have to watch and take notes!). So some of 

the muppet crew is onboard the Thunder Hammer on their way back from Turmish.  I 

don’t think this will turn out as corny as it sounds, but we’ll see.  The muppets are all 

going to be fairly monstrous and scary. Arya might have a way of contacting them 

sooner.  Regardless, no one is sure of what will happen next.  Captain Cutter will be here 

any minute, and there is a dragon somewhere up in the peaks with rescued dwarves, and 

down in the bay swirls dangerous currents in front of the Pyramid of Shadows and the 

Abolethic Sovereignty (I didn’t create the Sovereignty, it’s from the FR campaign guide, 

but it only gives you enough info to jumpstart your own imagination and then leaves it].  

 

After we played I started collecting miniatures from the various bins and came up with a 

cool population for Scuttlecove of about 100 people, including most of the new Thunder 

Hammer crew and females for the Ghost Wind.  

 

I still don’t have a good Miss Piggy mini though.  

 

And there we stopped. 


